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Lemanik Spring  

Monthly investors’ letter – July 2020 

 

Dear investors, 

During the month of July Spring delivered a very positive return, in line with the significant appreciation 

registered in the underlying high yield markets. The performance generated in the short-term cash portfolio 

(ALM portfolio) more than compensated the losses registered in credit derivatives (TR portfolio). Economic 

surprise indices at record highs, coupled with non-stopping renewal and/or launch of stimulative measures 

from fiscal and monetary authorities, continued to support sentiment in risky assets, in Credit in particular, as 

testified by ongoing robust inflows in the asset class. In DM HY, market performance was extremely positive 

in the US (US HY +4.78% in local terms, +4.47% in euro), very positive but relatively softer in Europe (EU HY 

+1.695% in local terms, +1.692% in euro), while EM HY (+2.83% in local terms, +2.63% in euro) 

underperformed US HY for the first time in many months. The Nordic HY market (DNB Nordic HY+1.73% in 

local terms, +1.68% in euro) lagged behind US HY, performing in line with Euro HY, and its pattern was less 

differentiated internally compared to previous months: the Norwegian HY market delivered again better 

absolute and relative returns (DNB Norway HY +1.92% in local terms, +1.84% in euro), while Swedish HY 

underperformed all the other markets (DNB Sweden HY +0.92% in local terms, +0.91% in euro), but the return 

differential was smaller than usual. 

The portfolio of ultra-short dated cash securities (ALM portfolio) delivered a very positive performance overall 

(82% of the positions being in positive territory, 198 out of 242) with 34 relevant single name positive 

contributions and only 3 relevant negative contributions, where “relevant” indicates a contribution equal or 

above 2 basis points. The high number of relevant single name contributions confirms that the volatility is still 

above historical levels, but it is decreasing rapidly (34 versus 93 in May, ad example), while the ratio between 

positives and negatives is at record highs. Among the positive ones, the most important contributions came 

from CARINC 02/21, OKEAAS 06/23, BORGNO 02/21, AZRION 03/23, BALTAL 08/22, while the largest 

negative contributions came from FIVENA 04/22, EUTOSO 09/21, and DANAUH 10/20. 

Sector-wise, all sectors were positive in July, and the best contributors were Services, Real Estate, Energy, 

Financial Services and Utility.  Marketwise, 85% of the returns came Nordic HY (51%) and EM (34%), which 

together now represent 83% of the AUM. Country-wise, finally, the largest positive contributions came from 

Norway and Sweden above all, and then Argentina, China, and United States, while the only (marginally) 

negative contributions came from France, Spain, Egypt, Mexico and Indonesia. 

The ALM portfolio estimated return (+1.81%) compares well this month to the weighted average return 

delivered by underlying reference markets (+2.85%), with a realized sensitivity of about 63.5% whereby the 

ratio between ALM average monthly spread duration (1.47y) and markets weighted average spread duration 

(about 4Y) implied a sensitivity of about 37%. The relative performance has been very positive this month, 

despite a penalizing geo allocation, with a strong overweight in Nordic HY and a strong underweight in US HY; 
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the underweight in EM HY has not been penalizing, more than compensated by a very positive selection. 

Selection was very good in Nordic HY, especially in Sweden where the average return was higher than the 

one achieved by the Swedish component of the Nordic HY Index, despite a much lower duration. Finally, 

selection has been excellent in Euro HY (average return in line with the market), and very good in US HY (50% 

of market return). 

At the end of July, the ALM portfolio is 97.53% invested, a lower level compared to the end June (99.15%). 

The spread duration contribution is about 1.44Y (1.48Y average) and interest duration contribution is 0.77y 

(0.79y average). It offers a euro-equivalent YTW of 13.21% (13.54% average), an average z-spread of 1562 

bps, and a very high granularity, with 242 securities issued by 227 issuers based in 48 different countries. The 

Time weighted yield to worst (TWYTW), where the weight of each single security is recalculated in proportion 

to its residual life, delivering a more stable and reliable measure of the portfolio yield, is currently 12.36% in 

euro-equivalent terms. 

As reported previously, we consider appropriate at this stage breaking down the portfolio in price buckets, in 

order to better assess the risk-reward of the portfolio beyond headline metrics. Price buckets indicating a higher 

risk perception in the markets are the Distressed bucket (Price <50), which at the moment includes 3.22% of 

the AUM (3.11% in June) with an average price of 34.58, and the Semi-Distressed bucket (50-70) that includes 

3.48% of the AUM (3.59% in June) with an average price of about 64.31. Excluding all securities with a price 

below 50, the weighted average price of the portfolio is about 92.54 (91.41 in June), while excluding all 

securities with a price below 70 (6.70% of the AUM in line with June and versus more than 15% at the bottom 

of the market) the weighted average price rises to about 93.61 (92.52 in June). 

To be conservative, we look at the yield measures excluding the contribution coming from securities included 

in those buckets. Averaging the two measures we normally use (YTW and TW YTW in euro terms), the yield 

of the invested portfolio is equal to 12.38% if we only exclude securities with a price below 50, and 11.42% if 

we exclude all securities with a price below 70. The TW YTW is respectively 11.89% and 11.04%, the most 

conservative yield measure at this stage. 

Even if these two price buckets are prudentially excluded from the best estimate of yield potential, it should be 

noted that their contribution to the performance in July has been positive, equal to 10% of the overall gross 

performance of the portfolio despite representing only about 6.7% during the month. This contribution is 

calculated fixing the relative category at the beginning of the month and keeping it stable throughout the entire 

month, ignoring the intra-month bucket migrations, which become relevant only the following month. 

During the month, the Credit Derivatives portfolio (TR portfolio) delivered a negative contribution (-23.7 bps), 

driven from the DDM directional component (-3.6 bps) by about 15%, and from the relative value 

component by 85% (-20.1 bps). The directional adjustments to the Fund overall spread duration indicated by 

our DDM (Dynamic Duration Model) contributed negatively due to the short risk position, in a month where 

credit spreads tightened. With regard to the RV component (relative value trades), the pair trades were 

negative in aggregate (-13.2 bps), mostly because of their inherent bearish bias: with regard to horizontal 

trades, the P&L was negative in the decompression trade in European Credit, long risk Itraxx Europe 5y versus 
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short risk Itraxx Crossover 5y (-5.2 bps), while a positive contribution came from the long risk PEMEX 5y short 

risk MEXICO 5y trade (+1.6 bps). Looking at vertical trades, a significant negative contribution (-7 bps) came 

from the vertical trade on European Financials, long risk ITRAXX SENIOR 5Y and short risk ITRAXX SUB 5y, 

while a smaller negative return (-2.4 bps) was again generated on the GFKLDE capital structure arbitrage. 

Directional positions, not related to DDM adjustments, were negative overall (-6.9 bps) because entirely made 

of short risk positions. 

The TR portfolio is still short risk, given that our DDM (Dynamic Duration Model) indicates at the end of July a 

spread duration target of 1.08y, just above the bottom of the range (1.0y) and below the one contributed by 

the ALM portfolio (1.44Y). Gross exposure is 76.27%, net exposure is short risk by 13.31%, net spread duration 

is negative (-0.49y). Net carry is now -104 bps in annualized terms. 

The net yield (12.17%) at the Fund level (ALM + TR) looks very appealing historically and compared to the 

modest duration risks. The net spread duration at the Fund level is 0.95y, while the interest rate duration is 

0.78y. Referring to the conservative measures discussed above, the net yield calculated using TW YTW, and 

excluding the lowest price buckets, would be 10.85% if we exclude the securities with a price below 50, and 

10% if we exclude the securities with a price below 70. 

 

Fabrizio Biondo 


